Single-cell genomics is revolutionizing basic genome research and clinical genetic diagnosis.
INTRODUCTION
Methods to profile the genome of a single cell are paramount to study fundamental processes of genome maintenance (1) , to dissect the cellular makeup of genetically heterogeneous tissues to understand phenotypes and diseases (2) (3) (4) (5) and to enable the genetic diagnosis of rare cells in the clinic (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . Single-cell DNA-copy number profiling methods underpinned by array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH), SNP-array or nextgeneration sequencing (NGS) analyses delivered new insight in DNA mutation during human gametogenesis (13) (14) (15) , embryogenesis (1, 16) and tumourigenesis (2, 4, 5) , as well as in the aetiology of congenital and acquired genetic diseases (2, 4, 5, 16) . In the clinic, single-cell genomics is revolutionizing preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) of human embryos following in vitro fertilization (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) and may in the future become important for diagnosis, prognosis and treatment of cancer by the analysis of circulating tumour cells isolated from the patient's blood stream (6, 7) .
The minute amount of DNA present in a cell must first be amplified to meet the DNA input requirements for hybridization onto microarrays or for the preparation of a next-generation sequencing library. However, to date, all available whole-genome amplification (WGA) methods result in a biased representation of the original single-cell genome including artifacts as allele drop out, preferential amplification (17) , structural DNA anomalies (18) and nucleotide copying errors (4, 5, 13) . Although the majority of current single-cell DNA copy-number analysis pipelines correct for allelic WGA bias, none of them consider the fact that the sensitivity and the specificity of DNA-copy number profiling methods may be affected by the cell cycle status of the isolated cell (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) . During S-phase the cell's genetic material is replicated progressively from multiple origins of DNA replication that should be fired only once during a cell's cycle. The DNA regions that replicate from a single replication origin, also known as replicons, typically range from 30-450 kb in the mammalian genome, although replicons with sizes <10 kb or >1 Mb have also been reported (25) . These replicons are the building units of replication domains, which consist of loci with a similar replication timing. Although replication domains follow a cell type-specific time schedule (26) (27) (28) , origin firing within domains occurs stochastically (29) . Hence, a genetic snapshot of a diploid cell in S-phase will demonstrate alternating loci of copy number state 2, 3 or 4. The number of the loci, their size and copy number state is dynamic over the entire S-phase. Consequently, to warrant reliable interpretation and detection of structural DNA imbalances in single cells, it is imperative to investigate to what extent cell cycle status may introduce aberrations in DNA-copy number profiles of individual cells.
Although DNA-copy number profiles of individual cells in S-phase are hypothetically compromised by ongoing DNA replication, the ability to detect the newly synthesized DNA in a single S-phase cell will deliver novel understanding of DNA replication. Thus far, genome-wide studies of DNA replication are limited to the analyses of populations of cells (27, 28, 30, 31) . In 2004, Woodfine et al. (30) proved that aCGH analysis of DNA extracted from millions of S-phase cells versus differentially labelled DNA of many G1-phase cells on BAC arrays allowed the deduction of a DNA replication timing pattern of those cells. More recent studies, using in vivo pulse labelling of newly synthesized DNA with 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine (BrdU) and subsequent oligo-array aCGH (28, 31) or sequencing (27) analyses of the BrdU-labelled DNA fractions isolated from populations of early and late S-phase cells revealed genome-wide replication timing patterns at much higher resolution and uncovered the plasticity of replication patterns among cell types (27, 28, 31) . Methods that enable the detection of DNA replication in a single cell genome wide will, however, allow the investigation of the variation in DNAreplication timing among cells belonging to the same type. This will lead to a better understanding of DNA replication and its association with other cellular processes such as cell fate transitions (31) and disease aetiology (26, (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) . The fact that aberrant DNA replication has been linked to genomic disorders (33, 35) and cancer (26, 32, 36, 38) emphasizes further the importance of understanding DNA replication at the single-cell level.
Here we applied aCGH to whole-genome amplified DNA of individual G1-, S-and G2/M-phase cells as well as to non-WGA DNA extracted from populations of G1-, S-and G2/M-cells, which served as controls. We demonstrate that individual replication domains can be detected genome wide at the single-cell level using aCGH and can be mistaken for genuine structural DNA imbalances in the cell. We propose a work flow to detect single cells in S-phase and to correct for DNA replication bias before copy number profiling.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture, fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) and DNA extraction Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)-immortalized lymphoblastoid cells were cultured in DMEM/F12 medium (Gibco) with 10% fetal bovine serum (Thermo Scientific). Cells were stained with Vybrant DyeCycle Orange stain (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's protocol. In short, cells were washed with 1Â PBS and incubated at a concentration of 10 6 cells/ml at 37 C for 30 min after adding Vybrant DyeCycle Orange at 2 ml/10 6 cells. Cells of three lymphoblastoid cell lines at $5 Â 10 6 cells/ml were sorted using a FACS Vantage SE or a FACSAria III with FACSDiva software (BD Biosciences). Two female normal control cell lines and one cell line from a male carrying a 750 kb amplification on the p-arm of chromosome 4 (39) were used. Fractions of 1 Â 10 5 À 2.5 Â 10 6 of S-phase, G1-phase and G2/ M-phase cells were collected (Supplementary Figure  S1a) . Collected cells were lysed by overnight incubation at 50 C in lysis buffer (0.25 mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS and 0.1 mg/ml proteinase K in 1Â PBS), and DNA was extracted using standard phenol/chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation.
Isolation and whole-genome DNA amplification of single cells
Single EBV-immortalized lymphoblastoid cells in S-, G1-and G2/M-phase were collected from FACSed populations. The windows for the collected fractions were slightly narrowed (Supplementary Figure S1b) , and cells were sorted at the 'Single Cell' precision setting using FACSDiva (BD Biosciences). Sorted cells were individually picked using a mouth system as described before (17) , and single-cell whole-genome amplification was performed using the Sureplex amplification system (BlueGnome) according to the manufacturer's protocol.
BAC array hybridizations
For hybridization of multi-cell control samples, two array designs were used: Constitutional Chip 4.0 BAC array (Perkin Elmer) and 24sure array v3.0 (BlueGnome). For hybridization of single-cell samples, four array designs were used: two batches of 24sure array v2.0 (BlueGnome) and two batches of 24sure arrays v3.0 (BlueGnome). Differences between the batches of BlueGnome arrays entail differences in probes. Supplementary Table S1 lists the array used for each sample. For the hybridizations with multi-cell DNA, 1 mg (for Perkin Elmer arrays) or 150 ng (for BlueGnome arrays) of multi-cell DNA and an equal amount of commercial male reference DNA (Kreatech) was labelled for 2 h by random primer labelling (BioPrime aCGH Genomic Labeling System; Invitrogen) using respectively Cy5-and Cy3-dCTPs (GE Healthcare). For the hybridizations with single-cell amplified material, 150 ng of amplified DNA and 150 ng of SureRef male reference DNA (BlueGnome) were labelled for 4 h by random primer labelling (BioPrime aCGH Genomic Labeling System; Invitrogen) using respectively Cy5-and Cy3-dCTPs (GE Healthcare). SureRef male reference DNA is provided by BlueGnome and represents a male reference DNA sample amplified by the Sureplex amplification system. Hybridization and washing were performed according to the manufacturer's protocol.
Scanning was performed using a DNA-microarray scanner (Agilent Technologies) for 24sure slides and a Genepix 4000 B (Axon instruments-Molecular Devices) for Constitutional Chip 4.0 slides. Feature extraction was performed using GenePix Pro 6.0 software (Axon, Molecular Devices).
Data normalization and copy number calling
GenePix Pro 6.0 software (Axon-Molecular Devices) was used to normalize the data such that the ratio of the means for all features equals 1. All further analyses were performed using R (version 2.13.2-www.r-project.org). Data were loaded into R using the limma package (40) (41) (42) . Log2 intensity ratios with a signal/noise ratio of less than 2 were excluded from the analyses. The remaining intensities were normalized within each array using autosomal median correction. Next, the log2 intensity ratios of replicate probes were averaged using the R-package snapCGH (43) . A number of log2 signal corrections were applied in this study, including 'technical GC-bias correction' (abbreviated here as techGC), 'per sample GC-bias correction' (abbreviated here as p.s.GC) and 'channel clone' correction. Technical GC-bias correction was performed by subtracting from each probe's log2 intensity ratio the corresponding value from a mean locally weighted regression. This mean locally weighted regression was computed using (i) the log2 intensity ratios for all G1-and G2/M-phase samples (per batch) and (ii) the %GC content of the corresponding micro-array probe locus. Using the spline function in R, missing values in this mean loess regression curve were inferred before correction of the log2 intensity ratios. Per sample GC correction was performed by subtracting from each probe's log2 intensity ratio the corresponding value from a locally weighted regression between the sample's log2 intensity ratios and the local %GC content. Channel clone normalization was performed on the feature extracted data as described by Cheng et al. (22) . Copy number calling was performed using Circular Binary Segmentation (CBS) (44) combined with the CGHcall package (45) in R, or BlueFuse software (BlueGnome) with default parameter settings. Furthermore, normalized log2 intensity ratio values were also segmented using Piecewise Constant Fitting (PCF), which fits a piecewise constant function to the data, controlling the number of change points by a penalty parameter g (46) . In this study, we used a g value of 1. Integer DNA copy number (both before and after segmentation) was estimated as 2exp(log2 ratio) Â É, with ploidy É of the cell set to 2.
Comparison of log2 intensity ratios with predicted replication domains
The replication ratio data of C0202 lymphoblastoid cells (replicate 1-Ryba et al. 2010 (28) ; GEO accession number GSE20027) was used to compare with our array data. These replication ratios or 'replication factors' are normalized log2 ratios from oligonucleotide array hybridizations comparing newly replicated DNA of early to late S-phase cell populations. To compare data obtained from different platforms and to compare our data with the known replication domain data (28), we used genomic bins, where for each data set, the quantitative data values of the probes were assigned to bins spanning replication domains (28) . Pearson correlation tests, Student's t-tests and Wilcoxon rank sum tests were performed using the stats package in R.
To quantify the replication domains that had a matching S-phase single-cell log2 profile, we narrowed the analysis to only those domains that were covered by five or more microarray probes to account for putative single-cell WGA bias. Subsequently, a single-cell log2 profile within a particular replication domain was considered matching to an early or a late replication state when the mean value of the single-cell log2 intensity ratios across the domain-specific probes surpassed the threshold determined for an early or a late replicating domain in the positive or negative direction, respectively. The threshold used to quantify the matches of single-cell log2 intensity profiles to early replicating domains was set at the mean value of the autosomal log2 intensity ratios across all G1-and G2/M-phase single cells plus the standard deviation (SD) across the autosomal log2 intensity ratios of all G1-and G2/M-phase single cells. Similarly, the threshold used to quantify the matches of single-cell log2 intensity profiles to late replicating domains was set at the mean value of the autosomal log2 intensity ratios across all G1-and G2/M-phase single cells minus the standard deviation (SD) across the autosomal log2 intensity ratios of all G1-and G2/ M-phase single cells.
Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed using R.
Data visualization
Circosplots of log2 intensity ratios and DNA-copy number calls were drawn using circos 'http://circos.ca/' (47). The log2 intensity ratios per sample were converted to heat maps by (i) calculating the mean log2 intensity value across all probes per replication domain known from Ryba et al. (28) and colour coding of each value, or (ii) smoothing of consecutive log2 intensity ratios using a moving mean across three probes and colour coding of the mean values. Copy number calls were visualized as gains (green) or losses (red).
RESULTS
S-phase log2 intensity ratios demonstrate a characteristic relationship with GC content in the DNA that is independent of WGA or aCGH artifacts Cell populations enriched for G1-, S-and G2/M-phase were collected for three EBV-transformed lymphoblastoid cell lines by FACS for DNA content (Supplementary Figure S1 ). Of these populations, 14 S-, 8 G1-and 8 G2/M-phase single cells were isolated, WGAed and analysed by aCGH. As a control, non-amplified genomic DNA samples extracted from millions of cells of different populations enriched for G1-, S-or G2/M-phase cells were analysed in a similar manner in parallel.
Because whole-genome amplification is known to be affected by local richness of the DNA in guanine and cytosine bases (21), we first aimed to correct the obtained log2 intensity ratios for putative bias towards %GC content before downstream DNA-copy number analyses. However, investigation of the S-phase single-cell log2 ratios in the context of local %GC by smoothed locally weighted regression (Methods) revealed a typical correlation that was distinct from that of G1-or G2/ M-phase single cells (Figure 1a ). For loci having a GC fraction lower than 0.4, S-phase cells demonstrated by far lower log2 intensity ratio values when compared with G1-or G2/M-phase single cells, and vice versa for loci that were more GC-rich. This suggests that S-phase single-cell log2 intensity ratios were not only influenced by GC-dependent WGA bias, but also by GC-dependent biological factors. Indeed, the pattern can be reconciled with the fact that loci demonstrating an early replication timing are typically also gene-dense (48) (Supplementary Figure S2) . A similar difference in interdependence between local %GC content and log2 intensity ratios for S-phase and non-S-phase DNA samples was observed in the multi-cell non-WGA control experiments (Supplementary Figure S3) .
Loci with different DNA-replication timing are apparent in single S-phase cells
To investigate whether DNA-replication domains can be detected in single S-phase cell aCGH data, all single-cell log2 intensity ratios were first corrected based on a mean regression curve calculated between local %GC and all G1-and G2/M-phase single-cell log2 intensity ratios. This approach ensured a correction for GCdependent WGA-and putative aCGH-hybridization artifacts, but leaving biologically relevant GC bias in S-phase cell data intact.
A clear oscillating pattern of consecutive positive and negative log2 intensity ratios became apparent in the aCGH data of single S-phase cells that furthermore coincided well with regions of known early and late DNA replication (28) , respectively (Supplementary Figure S4a) . This log2 pattern was not detected in the aCGH data of non-S-phase cells (Supplementary Figure  S4b) . To further investigate the correlation of the pattern of the log2 intensity ratios in S-phase cells to DNA replication, we generated heat maps of the mean log2 intensity ratio value per replication domain for each single-cell or multi-cell sample. These heat maps prove a strong correlation between the S-phase single-cell log2 intensity ratio profile and the anticipated replication states, and oscillate according to the replication status anticipated for each domain (Figure 2a and b) . Additionally, S-phase single-cell heat maps were concordant with the control S-phase multi-cell heat maps (Figure 2a The annotation of the DNA-replication domains is described by Ryba et al. (28) . Boxplots show the median of the log2 intensity ratios (central line), the quartiles (box and whiskers) and the mean of the log2 intensity ratios (diamonds). Relevant significant differences between G1-, G2/M-and S-phase cells are marked by a star (Student's t-test; P < 0.05). Log2 intensity ratios in S-phase cells oscillate according to predicted replication timing. For each single-cell and multi-cell control sample, a heat map of the mean log2 intensity ratio per replication domain across all autosomes is depicted in a circosplot. The colour-code legend of the heat map is depicted at the bottom of the figure. In each circosplot, the outermost circle depicts the predicted replication timing pattern as published by Ryba et al. (28) (early replicating domains in green; late replicating domains in red; replication domains covered by five or more microarray probes are marked by a blue bar on the outside). This is followed (from the outside to the inside of the circosplot) by the heat maps representing all single-cell log2 intensity ratio data (one cell per rim) and subsequently by the heat maps reflecting all multi-cell control log2 intensity ratio data (one multi-cell control per rim). (a and b) All S-phase single-cell and multi-cell samples. The top circosplot depicts the chromosomes 1 to 8 (a), bottom circosplot chromosomes 9 to 22 (b). The 14 S-phase single cell samples are shown in the following order (outside to inside): S1.3, S1.2, S3.1, S7.5, S7.6, S1.4, S7.7, S1.1, S7.1, S7.4, S4.1, S4.2, S7.2 and S7.3; followed by S-phase multi-cell control samples. (c and d) All G1-and G2/M-phase single-cell and multi-cell samples. Top circosplot depicts the chromosomes 1 to 8 (c), bottom circosplot chromosomes 9 to 22 (d). The 16 single-cell while the G1-and G2/M-phase single-cell as well as multi-cell heat maps showed no significant correlation with known replication domains (Figure 2c and d) . Subsequent PCA of the mean log2 intensity ratio values per domain revealed that single-cell S-phase samples cluster separately from single-cell G1-and G2/M-phase samples, strongly suggesting that the pattern of log2 intensity ratios across single-cell S-phase samples is similar, and clearly distinct from the pattern of log2 intensity ratios in G1-and G2/M-phase single-cell samples (Figure 3) . Furthermore, the Pearson correlation of the single-cell log2 intensity ratios to cell type-and locus-matching replication factor values obtained from analyses of multi-cell DNA samples by Ryba et al. (28) was significantly higher for single S-phase cells than for G1-and G2/M-phase cells (Methods, mean r of 0.51 and 0.24, respectively; Wilcoxon rank-sum test P = 3.1 Â 10 À5 ). Also, binning single-cell log2 intensity ratios according to known early and late replicating regions (28) revealed positive log2 intensity ratios for early replicating loci in S-phase cells that were significantly higher than the log2 ratios obtained for the same loci in non-S-phase cells (Figure 1b ; student t-test; P = 2.2 Â 10 À16 ). Across late-replicating loci, significantly lower log2 ratios were detected in S-phase cells than in G1-and G2/M-phase cells (Figure 1b ; student t-test; P = 2.2 Â 10 À16 ). In our multi-cell control aCGH experiments, similar observations were made (Figure 1b) .
Furthermore, we demonstrate that individual DNAreplication domains can be detected in single S-phase cells when compared with G1-or G2/M-phase cell log2 intensity ratio profiles as clear patches of log2 intensity ratios deviating unidirectionally from the zero-axis (Supplementary Figure S5) . Figure  S5) . In the vast majority of G1-and G2/M-phase single cells, those regions did not show these clear patches of log2 intensity ratios deviating from the zero axis, Figure 3 . PCA of the single-cell mean log2 intensity ratio values per replication domain. The S-phase single-cell data are clearly separated from G1-, G2/M-phase single-cell data for all but one sample (cell S3.1 clusters aberrantly). Apart from an increased standard deviation across autosomal log2 ratios, cell S3.1 did not show the typical log2 intensity ratio behaviour expected following DNA replication as the other S-phase cells did. This suggests that either this cell is a G1-or G2/M-phase cell sorted wrongly into the S-phase cell population, or more likely that the whole-genome amplification product was of bad quality. rather they showed log2 intensity ratios rippling around zero (Supplementary Figure S5) . Furthermore, when we looked specifically at those replication domains covered by five or more microarray probes (n = 121, marked with blue bars in Figure 2 ), we found that the vast majority of the domains had a matching log2 intensity ratio profile across multiple S-phase cells (Supplementary Figure S6) in accordance with the progression of the cells in S-phase (see below). A single-cell log2 profile within a particular replication domain was considered matching to an early or a late replication state when the mean value of the single-cell log2 intensity ratios across the domain-specific probes surpassed the threshold determined for an early or a late replicating domain in the positive or negative direction, respectively (Material and Methods). In contrast, for all but two domains, the log2 intensity profiles of G1-and G2/ M-phase cells almost never matched with the anticipated DNA-replicative status (Supplementary Figure S6) . One of these two DNA-replication domains with matching log2 intensity ratios in G1-and G2/M-phase single cells likely represents a recurrent single-cell WGA artifact, as it has no match in the G1-or G2/M-phase multi-cell sample analyses. The other region shows a match in three of the eight multi-cell sample analyses, and thus presumably is a recurrent artifact of the labelling or hybridization aCGH process.
Ranking of individual S-phase cells according to replication status
Since the S-phase cells were isolated by FACS using DNA-content cut-offs that capture cells in a variety of DNA-replication stages ranging from early to mid to late S-phase, we investigated whether the 14 S-phase single cells could be ranked in their replication status based on their log2 intensity profiles. To achieve this, we quantified the fraction of early and late replication domains in the cells that had a matching S-phase single-cell log2 profile (Material and Methods). To account for putative whole-genome amplification bias, again only domains covered by five or more microarray probes were considered (Figure 2 ). It is expected that, given the normalization of the log2 intensity ratios we apply, cells residing in early S-phase demonstrate an initial overrepresentation of log2 intensity ratios matching early replicating regions while cells beyond mid S-phase show an initial overrepresentation of log2 intensity ratios matching late replicating domains. The fraction of early replication domains that had matching log2 intensity ratio profiles varied from 8.7% to 65.2% across the S-phase single cells, and 10% to 74.7% for the late replication domains (Figure 4a ). Using the fraction of early and late replication domains demonstrating matching log2 intensity ratio profiles per cell, the individual S-phase cells could be ranked from early to mid to late S-phase (left to right in Figure 4a ). This ranking based on replication domains covered by five or more microarray probes was in addition corroborated by the anticipated bimodal distributions of all single-cell S-phase autosomal log2 intensity ratios (Figure 4b ). The fractions of early and late replication domains with matching log2 intensity ratios was significantly lower across the G1-and G2/M-phase single cells (Figure 4a right panel, Wilcoxon rank-sum test P = 1 Â 10 À5 for early domains and P = 6 Â 10 À5 for late domains). Last but not least, lenient PCF segmentation of the single-cell log2 intensity ratios and copy number transformation further confirmed the order of ranking of the individual S-phase cells (see below; Figure 5a ).
DNA replication introduces (pseudo) false positive copy number variations
As a result of the oscillation in log2 intensity ratios according to DNA replication in S-phase cells, also the standard deviation (SD) of the log2 intensity ratios across autosomal probes was found to be significantly higher in aCGH analyses of single S-phase cells than in hybridizations of WGA-DNA of G1-and G2/M-phase cells (the mean SD for S-, G1-and G2/M-phase single-cell data is respectively 0.35, 0.25 and 0.20; Wilcoxon rank-sum test P < 0.05; Supplementary Figure S7 ). Since duplicate probes on the array show similar log2 intensity ratios, it is highly unlikely that the increment in SD in single-cell S-phase log2 values is a technical hybridization artifact (Supplementary Figure S7) . These higher SD values and the log2 intensity ratio oscillations typical for S-phase cells may drastically affect the sensitivity and the specificity of algorithms that interpret single-cell data for structural DNA imbalances (see below). Similar observations were made in the multi-cell control aCGH experiments (the mean SD for S-, G1-and G2/M-phase multi-cell data is 0.21, 0.09 and 0.10, respectively; Wilcoxon rank-sum test P < 0.05; Supplementary Figure  S7 ). Using lenient PCF segmentation and subsequent integer DNA-copy number transformation of the single-cell log2 intensity ratios (preprocessed as above), a number of interesting observations could be made: (i) In the S-phase single cells, many DNA-copy number gains and losses were revealed, often coinciding with known early and late replication domains or with a concatenation of (large) DNA-replication domains having a similar replication timing (Figure 5a, Supplementary Figure S8a ; Materials and Methods). The latter concatenation of replication domains is most likely due to segmentation or smoothing parameters applied on the log2 intensity ratios by the copy number typing algorithm, thereby skipping intervening smaller domains of opposite replication timing that are covered by only one or few probes (Supplementary Figure S8) . (ii) The S-phase cells categorized as being early S-phase cells demonstrated more DNA-copy number gains coinciding with early replicating domains, whereas S-phase cells ranked as being late S-phase cells contained more false positive deletions coinciding with late replicating domains (Figure 5a, Supplementary Figure S8a ; the order of the S-phase single cells on Figure 5a from the outside to the inside of the circosplot is according to their early to mid to late rank in S-phase). These copy number profiles are thus in accordance with the previous ranking of the S-phase single cells according to their progression status in the S-phase (Figure 4) . Using more stringent CBS segmentation and CGHcall for copy number detection on the same preprocessed single-cell log2 intensity ratios revealed less but larger copy number aberrations of which still many coincided well with (concatenated) DNA-replication domains (Figure 5c, Supplementary Figure S8b ). These observations are in stark contrast with the DNAimbalance profiles detected for G1-and G2/M-phase single cells, in which the copy number aberrations called following lenient PCF or CBS segmentation are not only fewer in number, but also show only stochastic overlap with the known replication domains (Figure 5b and d) .
Similar observations could be made in the computed copy number landscapes of the multi-cell control samples.
To investigate further to what extent DNA replication influences single-cell DNA-copy number calling, we analysed our samples using a variety of algorithmic approaches and different preprocessing methods (Figure 1 , Supplementary Figure S7 and S9 show the average autosomal SD and the log2 intensity ratios in early and late replicating domains following all preprocessing methods used). Barplots showing per cell the fraction of early and late replicating domains covered by five or more probes (n = 121) for which (i) the single-cell mean log2 intensity ratios surpassed the threshold that was assigned for the expected replication timing (indicated as 'Match' in the legend; see also Materials and Methods), (ii) the single-cell mean log2 intensity ratios did not surpass the threshold but were still above or below the zero axis in accordance with the expected replication timing (indicated as 'Sub threshold' in the legend) and (iii) the single-cell mean log2 intensity ratios mismatched the expected replication timing (indicated as 'Mismatch' in the legend).
Fractions of early replicating domains are depicted in green colours, those for late replicating regions in red colours. The left panel shows all S-phase single-cell samples ordered into groups of early-, mid-and late-S-phase cells (left to right), based on the fraction of early and late replication domains having matching mean log2 intensity ratios in the S-phase cells. The right panel shows the data for all single-cell G1-and G2/M-phase samples.
(b) Three single-cell S-phase log2 distribution plots of an early-S-phase cell, a mid-S-phase cell and a late-S-phase cell from left to right. The density plot across all log2 intensity ratios is shown in purple. Cell S1.3 (left panel) shows a bimodal distribution of the log2 intensity values with the highest peak left and a lower peak on the right side of the high peak, suggesting the cell is in early S-phase. Cell S7.6 (middle panel) shows a bimodal distribution with two peaks of approximately the same height, suggestive for a cell in mid-S-phase. Cell S1.1 (right panel) shows a low peak to the left of the high peak which is close to zero, suggesting this cell is at a late stage in S-phase. Replication domains
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Loss Gain Figure 5 . Copy number aberrations called in S-phase samples are concordant with replication domains. Circosplots depict the loci called as DNA copy number gains (green) or losses (red) across the autosomes for different copy number analysis methods. The left circosplots contain all S-phase single-cell and multi-cell samples (panels a, c), the right circosplots contain all G1-and G2/M-phase samples (panels b, d). In each circosplot, the outermost circle depicts the predicted replication timing pattern as published by Ryba et al. (28) (early replicating domains in green; late replicating domains in red). This is followed (from the outside to the inside of the circosplot) by the copy number heat maps of all single cells (one cell per rim, ranked according to S-phase progression as in Figure 4a ) and subsequently by the copy number heat maps of all multi-cell control samples (one multi-cell control per rim). Importantly, (i) the type and size of copy number aberrations called in the S-phase single cells are often concordant with one particular replication domain or with a concatenation of (larger) replication domains having similar replication timing. (ii) Cells ranked to be late in S-phase show more DNA losses while cells ranked to be in early S-phase show more DNA-copy number gains (from the outside to the inside of the circosplot: the S-phase cells are ranked from early to mid to late S-phase stage, respecting the ranking proposed in Figure 4a Table 1 ). Similar results were obtained with the control multi-cell DNA samples ( Figure 5 , Supplementary Figure  S10 , Table 1 ). For example, the commercial BlueFuse software, used extensively in IVF clinics for PGD or screening purposes, called many small false positive copy number aberrations in single S-phase cells. However, a channel clone normalization (22) , entailing both a GC correction and a batch wave correction, removed most small false positive structural DNA imbalances detected by the other preprocessing and copy number detection approaches in the S-phase single-cell and multi-cell samples. In one G1-phase cell a genuine de novo deletion of the q-arm of chromosome 16 was detected across all copy number analyses (Supplementary Figure S10,  Supplementary Figure S11, Figure 5 ).
DISCUSSION
Single-cell genomics has important applications in basic genome research (1, 2, 4, 5, 16) and methods for detecting structural DNA imbalances in a cell are becoming routinely applied in the clinic for the purpose of genetic diagnosis (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . Understanding all origins of false copy number annotation in single-cell genome analyses is thus of utmost importance. Current studies do not distinguish between the analyses of cells in G1-, S-or G2/M-phase and target cells randomly for analysis (1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 16, (19) (20) (21) . However, here we demonstrate that charting the genetic landscape of a cell in S-phase requires conceptually different approaches to the analysis of a cell in G1-or G2/M-phase. The variability in DNA-replication status for consecutive loci across the genome of S-phase cells 'tricks' methods for single-cell copy number profiling, leading to false-positive calls for structural DNA imbalances.
We show that S-phase log2 intensity ratios demonstrate a typical interdependency to the fraction of guanine and cytosine bases present in the respective loci interrogated by the microarray. Besides a %GC-dependent WGA bias apparent from the single-cell G1-or G2/M-phase log2 intensity ratio data, single-cell S-phase aCGH data in addition show a %GC-dependent bias that is biologically determined and in line with the fact that gene-dense regions tend to double their DNA earlier than genedeserts. Simple correction of the S-phase log2 intensities ratios to the %GC bias is however not sufficient to remove all false-positive copy number calls in a single S-phase cell. The majority of current methods for single-cell copy number variation detection, based on aCGH (19) (20) (21) or sequencing (2) , are able to interpret the data only in the context of the well-known whole-genome amplification artifacts such as allele drop out, preferential amplification and amplification artifacts due to GC-richness of the locus. However, none of the methods incorporates The count in the S-phase samples is significantly higher than the count in the G1-and G2/M-phase samples (Wilcoxon ranked-sum test P < 0.05).
h
Only the multi-cell control DNA samples hybridized to the BlueGnome platform can be analysed by the BlueFuse software.
strategies to correct the log2 intensity ratios for DNAreplication bias and hence to reduce false-positive calls for structural DNA imbalances in cells. In a population of cells, G0-or G1-cells are usually the predominant class, and thus S-phase cells will usually not interfere with copy number calling in multi-cell populations. However, once individual cells are randomly selected from these populations for single-cell genome analysis without prior knowledge on the cell's G1-, S-, G2/M-phase status, our results call for caution in the interpretation of the data. In addition, fast dividing cells as human blastomeres or some tumour cells are expected to reside more often in S-phase, and thus chances are higher to isolate a cell in S-phase from such a population. Replication domains for EBV-transformed lymphoblastoid cells based on the data from Ryba et al. (28) range between 2 kb and 25 Mb, with an average size of 1.8 Mb. Hence, depending on which stage in S-phase the cell is in, such individual replication domains or a concatenation of multiple domains can easily be misinterpreted as bona fide structural DNA imbalances. Our results indicate that a channel clone correction (22) before copy number variant detection, which adjusts the log2 intensity ratios to recurrent bias between cells of an analysed batch, removes most of the (pseudo) false positive structural DNA imbalances that are called in S-phase single-cell and multi-cell samples by the other preprocessing and copy number detection approaches evaluated here. In contrast, if one wants to study DNA replication in the cell, it is best to correct the log2 intensities ratios for the technical WGA GC bias (observed across G1-and G2/ M-phase cells) and to further investigate these values using e.g. a moving average or a lenient PCF or CBS segmentation of the log 2 intensity ratio values. DNA replication is a fundamental process of life; however, many aspects of its modus operandi, certainly at a single-cell resolution, as well as its molecular links to other cellular processes remain elusive (26, 49) . Additionally, disturbances in DNA replication have been found to lie at the heart of disease-causing structural DNA anomalies in the germline as well as in somatic tissues, through mechanisms as FOSTES (50) , mmBIR (51) and micronuclei-mediated chromothrypsis (52) . Methods to study DNA-replication timing in single cells have already been used to investigate cell-to-cell variation (53) and offered important novel insight in the efficiency, coordination and heterogeneity of replication at the level of individual replication origins (54) . However, these single-cell methods underpinned by FISH (53) or DNA-combing (54,55) have important limitations. FISH is a locus-specific method, lacking in resolution and sensitivity (53) . DNA-combing methods do offer better resolution, allowing for the study of stochasticity of individual origins, yet they are also locus-specific and it is not possible to trace individual DNA fibres back to the cell of origin (54, 55) . Here we show for the first time that DNA-replication domains can be detected in single cells on a genome-wide scale using an aCGH approach despite it is known that WGA artifacts such as allele dropout and preferential amplification can distort single-cell aCGH signals (17) . Furthermore, based on the fractions of early and late replicating domains that show matching single-cell log2 intensity ratios, we were able to order S-phase single cells according to their specific progression in S-phase. Although this cell-to-cell variation in replication timing could be tracked, yet higher resolution analyses of individual cells undergoing DNA replication using single-cell deep-sequencing approaches hold the potential to study the stochasticity of DNA-replication timing between individual cells of the same cell type and may prove an indispensable method for studying the mechanisms of replication timing (31, 56) .
In conclusion, we deliver proof-of-concept for the detection of replication domains in single cells genome wide using aCGH. Hence, studies that analyse the genome of randomly selected single cells for copy number aberrations must take into account the false positive copy number aberrations due to DNA replication. We provide a work flow to detect individual cells in S-phase and to correct for DNA-replication bias prior to copy number profiling.
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